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“Zombie apocalypses were so damn popular. It was fun thinking about how you’d survive. Like, if you 
and your friends were the last people alive in town, how would you help? What skills do you bring to 
the table? I always thought I’d be the hero because I had a gun. Turns out, fighting against something 
smarter than a zombie makes a weapon less of a game-changer.

You can’t hide in an old supermarket against the demons. They will find and kill you… or at least 
throw a collar on you and sell you as property. No, you can’t fight; you have to run. Get the hell away 
from the cities they’ve overrun, from their armies and monsters.

So here we are in the woods. My friends are dead, so I’ve banded together with strangers. I trust 
them, I guess. We keep moving around the mountains, surviving off of the land. We can’t keep running 
away forever, but I don’t know what I’m supposed to do. The zombie movies never have an actual 
ending. The best anyone hoped for was not dying.”

-- Kelly Quinn’s Journal Entry, February 23rd, 2016
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Overview
“Runaways” is a Catalyst campaign to be directed by you: the Game Master (GM). The Catalyst 
manual defines the universe’s general lore and rules. This campaign gives specific characters, 
locations, and plot lines for your players to experience. Ultimately, this is a guide; as the GM, you lead 
players through this world. The details here are suggestions; you and your players tell the story you 
want.

This guide is for a GM, not the players participating. Let them experience the story through gameplay, 
not reading this document. You, however, should read this campaign in its entirety before starting. 
Immerse yourself; understand how characters react to the players. Keep in mind what information 
is appropriate to share with your players. You know the outcomes of decisions and motivations of 
characters; players learn for themselves.

“Runaways” follows the party’s escape from a demonic slave market and their search for a safe haven. 
They struggle to survive as they journey through the ruins of their former civilization. Demons hunt the 
remaining humans with sadistic joy; the former captives know one wrong move brings death, torture, 
or worse.

The campaign is designed for Catalyst’s recommendation of three to five player characters. Notes are 
given for fights needing to accommodate differing party sizes.

This is a shorter campaign, expected to span around four sessions. The narrative is linear in 
sequencing, though players have great flexibility in how they solve their group’s problems. “Runaways” 
is recommended for GMs who are familiar with role-playing games, but not necessarily experienced 
leading campaigns. 

History
“I always have the meta conversation with myself about this journal. Rationally, it’s dead weight. 
I guess it’s soothing for me to collect my thoughts after a long day of hiking or a nearly fatal raid 
attempt. Really though, I hope someone else reads this someday.  It’ll probably be a trophy for a 
demon. Maybe it’ll read it and realize the hell they put us through.”

-- Kelly Quinn’s Journal Entry, April 8th, 2016

The demons invaded our world fifteen months ago. We were the weaker species, but Earth was 
our homeland. We fought hard to save ourselves; our technology and defensive advantage barely 
outclassing their brute strength and wicked magic. The first invasion ended in a draw. Both sides 
withdrew from large-scale combat to regroup. 

The Red Death claimed many lives; humanity was left without any semblance of leadership. Scattered 
factions descended into chaos and infighting. When our foes returned through their portals with fresh 
legions, we could not muster the strength to oppose them. Our lands were quickly captured. The horde 
occupied our homes and set forth expanding their new territory. 

Most humans were killed by sword or sickness. A few escaped beyond the demons’ immediate zones 
of control. They scrape by, pillaging canned goods and rusted guns from ruined towns. Some adapted 
to the harsh demands of nomadic life. Most still cling to their former lives and rely on stronger humans 
for leadership and protection. 

Less fortunate humans became slaves for the new dominant species. Early captives were tortured for 
information; newer ones for amusement. Demons take pleasure in our suffering. Hunting refugees is a 
ritualistic game. The best human hunters enjoy something akin to celebrity status in their villages. 
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Battle Notes – Refugee Camp

• Opponents
o Alex Rodriguez
o [Player Count * 2] Camp Members

• Terrain
o The cave is about 40 meters deep, with small side passages
o Tents, barrels, and other supplies provide occasional cover

• Setup
o Alex is in front of the players, in a confrontational stance
o The camp members are surrounding the players

• Tactics
o The camp members are inclined to let fleeing players escape

• Special
o If Eugene Brown is present, he sides with Alex

• Resolution
o Success: The fight instigated by the players ends in their favor. The empty, 

unmaintained outpost is theirs, at the cost of some of the last free humans.
o Retreat: The group continues their wilderness journey, hoping to find a new batch of 

traveler symbols pointing to a more hospitable place.
o Failure: Alex cannot bring herself to finish off the unconscious humans, no matter how 

despicable they are. They are imprisoned while the camp figures out the best action.

Evacuation

The cave’s tranquility is short-lived. After a day of resting (or nearly immediately if the players took the 
time to escort the hobbled runner), the camp’s lookout reports demons nearby. Obviously, this warning 
system does not exist if the players attacked the camp; they would need their own watch.

The magical security system has been compromised by a powerful diviner. A large band of warriors is 
heading up the hill. Alex calls for evacuation: splitting up to buy time for those lucky enough to avoid 
soldiers. The demons significantly outnumber the humans. This point is defensible against a small 
scout party, but fighting an organized legion is tantamount to suicide. If the players were imprisoned 
for instigating a fight, they are released and left to fend for themselves.

The players flee eastward (or head that way if they willingly left the camp): a direction they have not 
personally seen demons over the recent weeks. When they feel comfortably far from the horde, they 
start plotting a course. Nearby human guidance symbols, similar to those that lead them to the last 
stronghold, point further east. 

After half a day, the group finds human bodies.  It is evident they were the ones making the trail 
markers. In one of their backpacks is a map pointing to a safe zone. Their journal declares a hospital 
complex in Arkansas to be a secure human holdout. With a clear lead, the players must head across 
the Midwest.
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Non-Player Character Stats
The trek across the Rocky 
Mountains and beyond is 
dangerous. Beasts, demons, 
and angered humans pose 
real threats against the players 
seeking sanctuary. These brief 
descriptions of characters provide 
quick reference during battle. 
These stats are not concrete. 
Please adjust them as you see fit, 
since your party may be balanced 
more or less towards combat. The 
fights should be challenging, but 
winnable without miraculous luck, 
unless otherwise noted.

When players defeat opponents, they are free to loot the fallen corpses. Roll fragility checks for all the 
listed equipment. Include other items you want to provide your crew, particularly potions, survival gear, 
or any random equipment you want to add for narrative purposes. 

Alex Rodriguez
Strength: 9 Willpower: 12 Vitae Capacity/Drop Point: 28/-15 Speed: 5
Dexterity: 13 Perception: 8 Vigor Capacity/Drop Point: 56/-14 Spell Capacity: 2
Fortitude: 8 Charisma: 10 Firearms Check: 1d6 Acrobatics Check: 2d6
Intelligence: 10 Reaction: 10 Melee Check: 3d6-1 (-1 On Attack) Vein Check: 2d6
Weapons (Damage): Bloodletting Claymore (1d12+2; causes 1d6 bleeding damage for 1d4 turns[16 
vigor])
Spells: Acidify(2), Cull(1), Lacerate(3), Pain(3)

Architect
Strength: 9 Willpower: 10 Vitae Capacity/Drop Point: 24/-14 Speed: 2
Dexterity: 5 Perception: 7 Vigor Capacity/Drop Point: 56/-14 Spell Capacity: 3
Fortitude: 9 Charisma: 9 Firearms Check: 2d6+1 Acrobatics Check: 1d6
Intelligence: 10 Reaction: 6 Melee Check: 2d6 (-2 on Attack) Vein Check: 3d6
Weapons (Damage): Crowbar (1d12+2), Repeater Crossbow (1d8)
Spells: Ignite(1), Harden(3), Reshape(3), Shelter(1), Temper(2), Weaken(3)

Broken Human
Strength: 5 Willpower: 3 Vitae Capacity/Drop Point: 6/-6 Speed: 2
Dexterity: 5 Perception: 4 Vigor Capacity/Drop Point: 18/-5 Spell Capacity: 1
Fortitude: 4 Charisma: 2 Firearms Check: 2d6 Acrobatics Check: 1d6
Intelligence: 4 Reaction: 4 Melee Check: 2d6 Vein Check: 3d6
Weapons (Damage): Any weapon from the Catalyst manual’s weapon tables
Spells: Illusion [Darken(3), Illuminate(3), Shimmer(1)] --or-- Meta [Attune(4), Breathe(1), Detect(5)] 
--or-- Sentiency [Catatonia(1), Daze(4), Prey(1), Stimulate(3)]


